1 Introduction
==============

The era of massive sequencing has transformed our ability to study Earth's bio-diversity ([@bty454-B15]). DNA extracted from various environments (i.e. soil, water, air, food products) can be analyzed and compared to public databases of annotated reference sequences to determine the presence of microbial, plant and animal taxa. The possible applications are extremely diverse. PCR-based (i.e. metagenetics or metabarcoding) and PCR-free (i.e. metatranscriptomics or metagenomics) DNA sequencing approaches can be used to study diversity patterns of overlooked microscopic taxa ([@bty454-B1]), study the response of biological communities to environmental changes ([@bty454-B7]), investigate illegal trade of endangered wildlife ([@bty454-B3]) and detect species mislabelling in food products ([@bty454-B13]). The robustness of these technics, however, largely depends on our ability to rapidly and reliably assign taxonomy to sequences recovered from the environment.

The realization by the scientific community that public repositories of genetic data (e.g. GenBank) contained a significant number of taxonomically mislabelled sequences has promoted the creation of curated databases with higher quality standards. For example, reference datasets were built for nuclear-encoded ribosomal RNA genes \[e.g. PR^2^ ([@bty454-B6]), Silva ([@bty454-B12])\]. Recently, we assembled the first curated database of mitochondrial-encoded genes, MIDORI, for taxonomic assignments of metazoan sequences ([@bty454-B9]). Mitochondrial genes provide higher taxonomic resolution for most metazoan groups than nuclear-encoded genes. As a result, they have been increasingly targeted in metagenetics and metagenomics studies ([@bty454-B8]). MIDORI was built by retrieving all nucleotide sequences from GenBank BLAST NT and, after quality filtration, includes metazoan mitochondrial sequences for 13 protein-coding (ATP synthase sub-unit 6 and 8; Cytochrome oxidase sub-unit I, II and III; Cytochrome b apoenzyme; NADH dehydrogenase sub-units 1--4, 4L, 5 and 6) and two ribosomal RNA genes (Large and Small ribosomal sub-unit RNA) with species-level level taxonomic information (see details in [@bty454-B9]).

2 Server description
====================

Here, we present MIDORI server, a user-friendly platform to facilitate taxonomic classification of mitochondrial-encoded gene sequences with MIDORI. The server currently performs taxonomic assignments with three algorithms that predict taxonomy using *k-mer* similarity: SPINGO ([@bty454-B2]), RDP classifier ([@bty454-B16]) and SINTAX ([@bty454-B5]). A maximum of 10 000 sequences in a FASTA format can be uploaded at once, and all of them must be shorter than 4000 base pairs. Each algorithm can be run using two versions of each of the 15 mitochondrial-encoded gene reference datasets: MIDORI-Unique and MIDORI-Longest. MIDORI-Unique contains all haplotypes of every species while MIDORI-Longest contains a single haplotype per species, the longest one. For example, MIDORI-Longest for the COI gene contains the longest sequence for every species represented in the COI dataset. Using 1336 zooplankton sequences ([@bty454-B10], 500 bp), we estimated the time required for assignments using the three algorithms with default settings (reference: COI-Longest). As a result, relatively longer calculation time was required for RDP classifier (630 s), compared to SPINGO (90 s) and SINTAX (100 s). Assigned phyla were compared between the results obtained from RDP classifier and SINTAX. The result indicated that about 10% of assignments were inconsistent between the results (most likely the groups with fewer reference sequences). Furthermore, we have also deposited the results of Leave One Out Test in MIDORI web site (<http://www.reference-midori.info/download.php>, [@bty454-B16]). These results indicated that possibility of mis-assignment increases with the supporting bootstrap values decrease, demonstrating the importance of careful interpretation of results obtained for the analyses.

The server is designed to give full flexibility to the user and functions with recent major browsers. A range of options is available for each algorithm such as assignment confidence cut-off (RDP), *k-mer* size (SPINGO) and bootstrap cut-off (SINTAX). A question mark button located next to each option provides hint details to the user when hovered by the cursor. The user can provide an e-mail address to receive the text-formatted result of the analysis.

The server was extensively tested using mock sample and real environmental data. It is easy to use and does neither require any registration nor specific software to be installed locally. The RDP classifier is pre-trained with each of the reference datasets.

3 Conclusion
============

As bio-monitoring and bio-surveillance increasingly rely on mitochondrial-encoded sequence data, the ability to rapidly and reliably assign metazoan sequences to taxonomic groups has become indispensable. MIDORI server enables the classification of large number of unknown metazoan reads to taxa represented in the curated reference database. MIDORI will be regularly updated. We also intend to implement several additional taxonomic assignment algorithms on MIDORI server in the near future \[e.g. SAP ([@bty454-B11]), RTAX ([@bty454-B14]), METAXA2 ([@bty454-B4])\].
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